ANTAL 40TH
RANGE : 40th Anniversary
FINISHES :

Blond Sycamore		

Santos Rosewood

Antal and Comète are two emblematic models of the brand. They
reflect the philosophy of the company: making sound accessible to
the widest variety of customers possible through simple processes
designed to foster emotion.
The Antal 40th floorstander features a new rose gold anodized
magnesium dome tweeter, offering high efficiency and controlled
distortion. Magnesium combines two desired qualities: lightness
and rigidity.
It also benefits from two new bass drivers. The use of our composite
membrane made of wood pulp, flax and carbon fiber, associated
with a generously sized engine, ensures a remarkable delivery of
the lower frequencies.
The rich and clear sound of the midrange driver made out of natural
cellulose paper TRIANGLE is known for, perfectly complements this
acoustic design with surprising performances.
Each speaker integrates an accessory kit with various adaptable
spikes to be used depending on the flooring. They enable
decoupling by eliminating unwanted vibrations; so only the sound
quality remains.
The 40th Anniversary Edition has been designed and developed
with thoroughness to offer you an exceptional music experience.
This speaker will fit beautifully in rooms ranging from 30 to 50m2.

TYPE

CABINETS DIMENSIONS (WxDxH)

Floorstand Speakers

7,8 x 13,6 x 42,9 inches

WAYS

DIMENSIONS WITH PEDESTAL (WxDxH)

3

11,8 x 16,9 x 44,4 inches

SENSITIVITY (dB/W/m)

NET WEIGHT (UNIT)

91

59 lbs

BANDWIDTH (+/- 3dB Hz-kHz)

PACKAGING WEIGHT

37 - 22

65,7 lbs / piece

POWER HANDLING (W Rms)

140
MIN./MAX. IMPEDANCE (ohms)

EAN CODE
Blond Sycamore : 3660216007544
WWW.TRIANGLEHIFI.COM

Santos Rosewood : 3660216007537

3 / 8Ω
W W W. T R I A N G L E H I F I . C O M

COMÈTE 40TH
RANGE : 40th Anniversary
FINITIONS :

Blond Sycamore		

Santos Rosewood

Antal and Comète are two emblematic models of the brand. They
reflect the philosophy of the company: making sound accessible to
the widest variety of customers possible through simple processes
designed to foster emotion.
The Comète bookshelf speaker has seduced generations of
audiophiles with its spacious sound and incredible delivery of
lower frequencies. This 40th Anniversary Edition follows the same
principles and benefits from the latest optimizations of the Antal
model.
It features new rose gold anodized magnesium dome tweeter,
offering high efficiency and controlled distortion. Magnesium
combines two desired qualities: lightness and rigidity.
It also has a new midrange/bass driver in natural cellulose paper, this
time with an engine and suspensions adapted for a wider spectrum
of sound. Clarity, details of the vocal range, and incredible delivery
of lower frequencies are its main qualities.
Each speaker integrates an accessory kit with various adaptable
spikes to be used depending on your flooring. They enable
decoupling by eliminating unwanted vibrations; so only the sound
quality remains.
The 40th Anniversary Edition has been designed and developed
with thoroughness to offer you an exceptional music experience.
With its dedicated speaker stand, the S04 40th Anniversary, this
speaker will be perfect for rooms smaller than 25m2.

TYPE

CABINETS DIMENSIONS (WxDxH)

Bookshelf speaker

7,8 x 12,7 x 15,7 inches

WAYS

NET WEIGHT (UNIT)

2

19,4 lbs

SENSIBILITY (dB/W/m)

PACKAGING WEIGHT

92

38,8 lbs / pair

BANDWIDTH (+/- 3dB Hz-kHz)

EAN CODE

47 - 22
POWER HANDLING (W Rms)

90

Blond Sycamore : 3660216007520
Santos Rosewood : 3660216007513
WWW.TRIANGLEHIFI.COM

MIN./MAX. IMPEDANCE (ohms)

4,2 / 8Ω
W W W. T R I A N G L E H I F I . C O M

S04 40TH
RANGE : 40th Anniversary
FINISHES :

Black		

The S04 40th Anniversary speaker stand will be perfect for the
Comète speakers. The speaker can be screwed to the stand for
more rigidity, decoupling will then be done at the base. The foot
can also be filled to better absorb vibrations. It includes cable
routing at the rear for harmonious and discreet integration.
These stands come with accessory kits offering two sets of decoupling
spikes: the first one in rose gold aluminum is adjustable in height
and provided with lock nuts for surfaces like carpets, and the second
one is in rubber for more rigid surfaces. These accessories enable
decoupling by significantly reducing the transmission of unwanted
vibrations to the floor, thus improving the listening experience.
The 40th Anniversary Edition has been designed and developed
with thoroughness to offer an exceptional music experience.

TYPE

PACKAGING WEIGHT

Speaker stand

22 lbs

DIMENSIONS (WxDxH)

EAN CODE

12,6 x 10,3 x 27,7 inches

Black : 3660216007476

NET WEIGHT (UNIT)

18,9 lbs

W W W. T R I A N G L E H I F I . C O M

